On one hand, we study the class of graphs on surfaces, satisfying tessellation properties, with positive Forman curvature on each edge. Via medial graphs, we provide a new proof for the finiteness of the class, and give a complete classification. On the other hand, we classify the class of graphs on surfaces with positive corner curvature. arXiv:2002.03550v1 [math.CO] 
Introduction
The Gaussian curvature of a smooth surface is well studied in differential geometry, which describes the convexity of the surface. For a polyhedron in R 3 , the discrete Gaussian curvature, as a measure, concentrates on the set of vertices. In the graph theory, the combinatorial curvature of a planar graph, which serves as the discrete Gaussian curvature of a canonical piecewise flat surface, was introduced by [31, 36, 17, 23] respectively. It has been extensively studied in the literature; see e.g. [38, 42, 20, 3, 18, 28, 21, 37, 34, 4, 13, 11, 40, 10, 25, 27, 26, 32, 16] .
Let S be a (possibly noncompact) connected surface without boundary. Let (V, E) be a (possibly infinite) locally finite, undirected, simple graph with the set of vertices V and the set of edges E. We may regard (V, E) as a 1-dimensional topological space. Let ϕ : (V, E) → S be an topological embedding. We denote by F the set of faces induced by the embedding ϕ, i.e. connected components of the complement of the embedding image of (V, E) in S. We write G = (V, E, F ) for the cellular complex structure induced by the embedding, which is called a graph on a surface [30] (or a semiplanar graph [22] ). For any σ ∈ F, we denote by σ the closure of σ in S, which is called the closed face. We say that a semiplanar graph G = (V, E, F ) is a tessellation of S if the following hold, see e.g. [26] :
(i) For any compact set K ⊂ S, K can be covered by finitely many closed faces.
(ii) Every closed face is homeomorphic to a closed disk whose boundary consists of finitely many edges of the graph.
(iii) Every edge is contained in exactly two different closed faces.
(iv) If two closed faces intersect, then the intersection is either a vertex or the closure of an edge. One can show that a tessellation of S is finite if and only if S is compact. It is called a planar tessellation (resp. a tessellation in the real projective plane) if S is the sphere S 2 or the plane R 2 (resp. RP 2 ). In this paper, we always consider tessellations, and call planar tessellations planar graphs for simplicity.
For a graph on a surface G = (V, E, F ), two vertices x, y are called neighbors if there is an edge connecting x and y, denoted by x ∼ y. Two elements in V, E, F are called incident if the closures of their embedding images intersect. If one is contained in the closure of the other, then we write like x ≺ e, e ≺ σ, x ≺ σ, for x ∈ V, e ∈ E, σ ∈ F. We denote by |x| (resp. |σ|) the degree of a vertex x (resp. a face σ), i.e. the number of neighbors of x (resp. the number of edges incident to σ). In this paper, we only consider semiplanar graphs satisfying the following: for any vertex x and face σ, |x| ≥ 3, |σ| ≥ 3. Given a graph G = (V, E, F ) on a surface S, the combinatorial curvature at a vertex x is defined as
We endow S with a canonical piecewise flat metric as follows: assign each edge length one, replace each face by a regular Euclidean polygon of side-length one with same facial degree, and glue these polygons along the common edges; see [8] for gluing metrics. The ambient space S equipped with the gluing metric is called the (regular Euclidean) polyhedral surface of G, denoted by S(G). For the metric surface S(G), the generalized Gaussian curvature is a measure concentrated on vertices, whose mass at each vertex x is given by the angle defect K(x), i.e. 2π minus the total angle at x. One easily sees that
where K(x) is the angle defect, i.e. the discrete Gaussian curvature, at the vertex x. If S is compact, the discrete Gauss-Bonnet theorem reads as
where χ(·) is the Euler characteristic of S. A planar graph G has nonnegative combinatorial curvature if and only if the polyhedral surface S(G) is a generalized convex surface in the sense of Alexandrov, see [9, 8, 22] . Higuchi [20] conjectured a discrete Bonnet-Myers theorem that a graph on a surface G with positive combinatorial curvature everywhere is finite. It was confirmed by DeVos and Mohar [13] , see e.g. [11, 10, 32, 33, 16] for further developments.
For a planar graph G with an embedding, one can define the dual graph G * : the vertices of G * are corresponding to faces of G, the faces of G * are corresponding to vertices of G, and two vertices in G * are adjacent if and only if the corresponding faces in G share a common edge. One can show that for a finite graph G, it is a tessellation if and only if so is G * , see e.g. [4] . For a graph on a surface G with positive combinatorial curvature, the dual graph may not have nonnegative combinatorial curvature; 7-gonal prism (resp. 5-gonal antiprism ( Figure 5 (right))) has positive combinatorial curvature everywhere, but the dual, the 7-gonal bipyramid (resp. 5gonal pseudo-double wheel (Figure 8 (upper right))), has negative curvature at the two apexes. This means that the dual operation doesn't preserve the class of graphs on surfaces with positive combinatorial curvature. We will study some curvature notions of graphs on surfaces, for which the dual operation is closed on the class of graphs with positive curvature.
Motivated by Bochner techniques for differential forms in Riemannian geometry, Forman [15] introduced the curvature on general CW complexes, which is now called the Forman curvature. For a compact Riemannian manifold M, let ∆ p be the Hodge Laplacian on p-forms, p ∈ N 0 . The Bochner-Weitzenböck formula reads as ∆ p = (∇ p ) * ∇ p + F p , where ∇ p is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative operator on p-forms and F p denotes the curvature operator on p-forms. On a CW complex, Forman derived an analogous formula for the discrete Hodge Laplacian and defined the remainder term F p as the discrete curvature on p-cells. In this paper, we only consider the Forman curvature F 1 on 1-cells, i.e. edges, with weight one everywhere. This curvature F 1 corresponds to the discrete analog of Ricci curvature, and we will denote it by Ric F in this paper. For a graph on a surface G = (V, E, F ), two edges e 1 and e 2 are called parallel neighbors if one and only one of the following holds:
(1) There exists x ∈ V such that x ≺ e 1 , x ≺ e 2 .
(2) There exists σ ∈ F such that e 1 ≺ σ, e 2 ≺ σ. The Forman curvature of an edge e is defined as, see [15] ,
We are interested in graphs on surfaces with positive Forman curvature (everywhere). Note that a graph on surface with positive Forman curvature may not be a tessellation, see e.g. Figure 1 . There are infinitely many nontessellation, pla- nar graphs with positive Forman curvature (everywhere). For example, the star graph K 1,n (n ≥ 1) has positive Forman curvature 3 everywhere. In this paper, we only study the class of tessellations on surfaces with positive Forman curvature, denoted by FC + . One easily checks that the class FC + is closed under the dual operation. Forman proved discrete analogs of Bochner's theorem and the Bonnet-Myers theorem for "quasi-convex" regular CW complexes, see [15, Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 6.3]. In our setting, for a graph G = (V, E, F ) on a surface S, they state that if Ric F (e) > 0 for each edge e, then H 1 (S, R) = 0 and the diameter of X is finite, respectively. The above theorems yield the following result. 15] ). Let G = (V, E, F ) be a tessellation on a surface S satisfying Ric F (e) > 0 for all e ∈ E. Then G is finite and S = S 2 or RP 2 .
x 1
One of main difficulties for the Bonnet-Myers theorem above is that the total Forman curvature of an infinite graph on a surface is possibly infinite. So that we don't have the control for the number of edges in the case of positive Forman curvature directly. Forman circumvented the difficulty by using (combinatorial) Jacobi fields. In this paper, we give a new proof of the above result without using Jacobi fields. The proof strategy is as follows: for a tessellation G of a surface S, we obtain a formula of the Forman curvature of an edge e, Figure 2 and Proposition 4. For G, we construct a medial graph G , a graph on a surface S, associated to G, whose vertices correspond to the set of edges in G, identified with the midpoints of edges, and whose faces correspond to the set of vertices and faces in G, see Section 2 for details. For a graph G on a surface with positive Forman curvature, by the structure of medial graphs and (3), we will prove that the medial graph G has positive combinatorial curvature everywhere, see Proposition 2.6. By Theorem 1.1, G is a finite graph and the ambient space S is S 2 or RP 2 . This provides a new proof of the theorem. Via medial graphs, we classify the class FC + . By the discrete Gauss-Bonnet theorem, we estimate that the number of vertices in a medial graph of G in FC + is at most 24, see Lemma 2.7. We denote by FC S 2 + (resp. FC RP 2 + ) planar graphs (resp. graphs on RP 2 ) in FC + . Since the medial graph is 4-regular, we enumerate the medial graphs of planar graphs in FC S 2 + using the algorithm of spherical quadrangulations by Brinkmann et al. [6] . For the graphs on RP 2 in FC + , we use the classification of FC S 2 + and the properties of the double covering map S 2 → RP 2 . Theorem 1.3. There are 116 graphs in FC + up to isomorphism, which are all planar graphs, i.e. FC RP 2 + = ∅.
In the last part of the paper, we consider the corner curvature for graphs on surfaces. Baues and Peyerimhoff [3] introduced the so-called corner curvature for graphs on surfaces. A corner of G = (V, E, F ) is a pair (x, σ) such that x ∈ V, σ ∈ F and x is incident to σ. The corner curvature of a corner (x, σ) is defined as
Baues and Peyerimhoff [3, 4] proved many interesting properties, e.g. a discrete Cartan-Hadamard Theorem, for planar graphs with non-positive corner curvature.
We denote by C + := {G : C(x, σ) > 0, ∀ corner (x, σ)} the class of graphs on surfaces with positive corner curvature. It turns out the corner curvature condition is quite strong in general, e.g. for any G ∈ C + , it has positive combinatorial curvature, by Φ(x) = x≺σ C(x, σ). Since the dual operation switches the vertices and faces of a graph on a surface, one can show that G ∈ C + if and only if G * ∈ C + ; see [4] . By the discrete Gauss-Bonnet theorem and some combinatorial arguments, we prove that the number of vertices of a planar graph with positive corner curvature, or of its dual graph, is at most 12. Then we modify Brinkmann-McKay's program plantri [7] to classify the set of planar graphs with positive corner curvature. It is well-known for the community that C + is not a large class. In fact, Keller classified the class C + using hand calculation, according to private communication to him. The programs are available via https://github.com/akmyh2/PFCPCnC/. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we review embedding of graphs to the plane. In Section 3 and Section 4, we explain how to enumerate all the FC + -and C + -graphs.
Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E, F ) be a graph on a surface S. Usually, we do not distinguish V, E, F with their embedding image in S. We recall basic results in graph theory.
. For a finite graph G, it is a tessellation if and only if so is G * .
A graph (embedded or not) is said to be k-connected if it cannot be disconnected by removing fewer than k vertices.
Proof. For any v ∈ V, we want to show that G is connected if we remove the vertex v and its incident edges. Let {σ i } N i=1 be the set of faces incident to v. Then by the tessellation properties, ∪ N i=1 σ i is homeomorphic to a closed disk, and its boundary γ consists of edges, which is a simple closed curve. By the Jordan curve theorem, S 2 \ γ consists of two disjoint open disks D 1 and D 2 . Without loss of generality, we assume that ∪ N i=1 σ i ⊂ D 1 . Then D 2 ∪ γ is connected, which implies the connectedness of the graph G by removing v and its incident edges.
For our purposes, we need the notion of the medial graph of G, introduced by Steinitz [35] , see e.g. [5, p. 104 ]. The medial graph G = (V , E , F ) of G = (V, E, F ) is defined as follows: For each e ∈ E, choose an interior point (say midpoint) M e on the edge e. Let V be the set of M e for all e ∈ E. The vertices M e1 and
For any f ∈ F, draw a curve c e1,e2 on f between any adjacent M e1 and M e2 on the boundary of f, such that c e1,e2 does not cross each other. Let E be the set of such curves, F be the set of connected components of S \ (V ∪ E ). As in Figure 4 , each f ∈ F corresponds to either f ∈ F or x ∈ V , and G is 4-regular. For example, the medial graph of tetrahedron is the graph of the octahedron. The medial graph of octahedron or cube is the graph of the cuboctahedron (Figure 3 ), where the cuboctahedron is an Archimedean solid. More generally, the medial graph of the graph of a Platonic solid P is the graph of a daughter polyhedron (Conway, Burgiel, and Goodman-Strauss [12, Sect. 21 "Naming Archimedean and Catalan Polyhedra and Tilings", p. 285]) of P and the dual Q. Medial graphs appear tacitly in [38] . A tessellation G = (V, E, F ) satisfies a strong isoperimetric inequality, if the average of combinatorial curvature
of medial graph A of finite induced subgraph A of G has negative supremum as A grows toward G.
The same argument as in Proposition 2.1 in [1] yields the following result.
Proposition 2.3 ([1]
). If G is a tessellation, then so is the medial graph G .
It is obvious that a finite graph G on surface and its dual graph has same medial graphs, i.e. G = (G * ) . Given a 4-regular graph on a surface, we want to figure out whether it is a medial graph of some graph on a surface. The following theorem is very useful, and there is a canonical way to construct the "inverse" medial graph.
Theorem 2.4 ([2, Theorem 2.1]). Any embedded 4-regular graph whose faces can be 2-colored is the medial graph of a unique dual pair of embedding graphs.
For a 4-regular tessellation
Then the equivalence relation ≈ ⊆ F ×F generated from ∼ has index two. For example, when H is the graph of cuboctahedron (Figure 3 ), the equivalence classes of ≈ are the set A 1 of eight black triangular faces and the set A 2 of six white square faces. Let {A 1 , A 2 } be F / ≈. We associate G i = (V, E, F ) as follows: Choose an equivalence class A i , and an inner point
Let E be the set of such curves. Let F be the set of connected components of 
For a tessellation, we give a new formula for the Forman curvature.
Proof. By the tessellation properties, the closed faces f 1 and f 2 intersect only at the closure of the edge e. Let {e 1 , e 2 ,ẽ 1 ,ẽ 2 } ⊂ E \ {e} be the set of edges such that
Then any parallel neighborẽ of e satisfiesẽ ∈ {e, e 1 , e 2 ,ẽ 1 ,ẽ 2 } and
This yields that #{parallel neighbors of e} = |x 1 | + |x 2 | + |f 1 | + |f 2 | − 12.
Hence by (2), we get
This proves the proposition.
For any vertex x of degree N, we denote by
are the faces incident to x, ordered by |σ 1 | ≤ |σ 2 | ≤ · · · ≤ |σ N |.
In the next proposition, we prove that for a graph G on a surface with positive Forman curvature, the medial graph G has positive combinatorial curvature everywhere.
Proposition 2.6. Let G be a graph on surface, and e be an edge with Ric F (e) > 0. Then the list of vertex patterns for M e in the medial graph G is given by (3, 3, 3, 3), (3, 3, 3, 4) , (3, 3, 3, 5) , (3, 3, 3, 6) , (3, 3, 4, 4) , (3, 3, 4, 5) , (3, 4, 4, 4) .
In particular, Φ(M e ) > 0. Hence, for any G ∈ FC + , G has positive combinatorial curvature.
By the structure of the medial graph G , the facial degrees of faces incident to M e are given by |x 1 |, |x 2 |, |f 1 | and |f 2 |. See Figure 4 . Since |x i | ≥ 3, |f i | ≥ 3, i = 1, 2, we obtain the list of possible vertex patterns of M e in G as in (5) . In particular, the case-by-case calculation yields Φ(M e ) > 0. This proves the proposition.
x 1 For each p = 4, 5, 6, a p-gonal antiprism ( Figure 5 ) is in FC S 2 + . Figure 5 . p-gonal antiprism (p = 4, 5, 6).
We discuss the relation between graphs on S 2 and on RP 2 . For any graph G on RP 2 , since π : S 2 → RP 2 is a double cover, we can lift the graph structure G to S 2 , denoted by G.
Theorem 2.7. For any tessellation G on RP 2 , the lifted graph G on S 2 is a tessellation.
Proof. We verify the tessellation properties, see the introduction, for G. The properties (i), (ii), (iii) are trivial. It is sufficient to prove (iv). That is, we need to prove the following: for any faces σ 1 , σ 2 in G, (a) if σ 1 ∩ σ 2 contains more than two points, then it is the closure of an edge, and (b) if σ 1 ∩ σ 2 is one point, then it is a vertex.
To prove (a), suppose it is not true, then there are two faces σ 1 , σ 2 in G such that σ 1 ∩ σ 2 contains at least two vertices, but it is not the closure of an edge. Let π : S 2 → RP 2 be the universal cover, and τ i = π(σ i ), i = 1, 2. By the construction of the universal cover, we recall the following property: for any simply-connected open subset U in RP 2 , π −1 (U ) consists of two disjoint subsets U 1 and U 2 such that π| Ui : U i → U (i = 1, 2) are homeomorphisms, see e.g. the proof in [19, pp. 64-65] .
For any face τ in G, since τ is a closed disk, there exists an open neighborhood A of τ such that π −1 (A) = A 1 A 2 and π| Ai (i = 1, 2) are homeomorphisms.
We claim that τ 1 = τ 2 . Suppose it is not true, i.e. τ 1 = τ 2 . Applying the above property for τ = τ 1 , we obtain homeomorphisms π| Ai :
Without loss of generality, suppose that
This yields a contradiction since π −1 (τ 1 ) = σ 1 ∪ σ 2 , and π| A2 is a homeomorphism. This proves the claim.
For distinct points {p 1 , p 2 } ⊂ σ 1 ∩ σ 2 , by the same argument as above for τ 1 , we get a homeomorphism between a neighborhood of σ 1 and a neighborhood of τ 1 . This implies that π(p 1 ) = π(p 2 ). Hence τ 1 ∩ τ 2 consists of at least two points. By the tessellation properties of G, τ 1 ∩ τ 2 is the closure of an edge in G. Moreover, this yields that τ 1 ∪ τ 2 is homeomorphic to a closed disk. Then there exists an open neighborhood W of τ 1 ∪ τ 2 such that π −1 (W ) = W 1 W 2 and π| Wi (i = 1, 2) are homeomorphisms. Since σ 1 ∩ σ 2 = ∅,
Since π| W1 is a homeomorphism, by the property of τ 1 ∩ τ 2 , σ 1 ∩ σ 2 is the closure of an edge in G. This yields a contradiction and proves (a).
To prove (b), for any faces σ 1 and σ 2 satisfying σ 1 ∩ σ 2 = {p}, by the same argument as above, one can show that τ 1 = τ 2 , where τ i = π(σ i ), i = 1, 2. Hence τ 1 ∩ τ 2 = ∅. We claim that τ 1 ∩ τ 2 is one point. Suppose that it contains more than two points, then it is the closure of an edge. Then the same argument as above yields that there exists a homeomorphism between an open neighborhood of τ 1 ∪ τ 2 and an open neighborhood of σ 1 ∪ σ 2 . This contradicts σ 1 ∩ σ 2 = {p}. This proves the claim.
Hence by the tessellation properties of G, τ 1 ∩τ 2 is a vertex. Then τ 1 ∪τ 2 is simplyconnected and there exists a simply-connected, open neighborhood W of τ 1 ∪ τ 2 . By the same argument as above, W is homeomorphic to an open neighborhood of σ 1 ∪ σ 2 . This implies p is a vertex, and yields the result (b). This proves the theorem.
By the above theorem, in order to classify the class FC RP 2 + , it is sufficient to classify the class FC S 2 + and to figure out the candidates whose projections into RP 2 are tessellations.
2.1.
Embedding. To fully represent the embedded graph, we need both the abstract graph (V, E) and the cyclic edge orders. In the case of a graph with no multiedges, it is conventional to give both at once by listing neighbors in anticlockwise order.
An adjacency list of a graph G is, by definition, a list of pairs of a vertex x and the counter-clockwise cyclic list N x of vertices adjacent to x. A mirror image of a graph G is, by definition, a graph such that an adjacency list is a list of pairs of a vertex x and reversed N x . Let G be the set of connected, simple, planar graphs G = (V, E, F ) such that both of face degrees and vertex degrees are at least 3 and finite.
Given G, G ∈ G. G is said to be order-preserving isomorphic (OP-isomorphic, for short) to G , if there is a bijection ϕ from G to G that preserves incidence relation for vertices, edges, and faces, the cyclic edge-orderings around the vertices. G is said to be order-reversing isomorphic (OR-isomorphic, for short) to G , if G is OP-isomorphic to a mirror image of G . G is said to be isomorphic to G , if they are OP-isomorphic or OR-isomorphic [7] .
"plantri is a program that generates certain types of graphs that are imbedded on the sphere.
Exactly one member of each isomorphism class is output, using an amount of memory almost independent of the number of graphs produced. This, together with the exceptionally fast operation and careful validation, makes the program suitable for processing very large numbers of graphs.
Isomorphisms are defined with respect to the imbeddings, so in some cases outputs may be isomorphic as abstract graphs." (plantriguide.txt [7] ) Below, the figures of graphs G = (V, E, F ) are based on some embeddings ϕ's to the plane such that For example, in Figure 7 , the left is 3d-representation of a graph as a convex polytope, and the right is an embedding of the same graph such that the edges become mutually noncrossing line segments and the cyclic edge-ordering around each vertex is preserved. J n stands for the n-th Johnson solid [24, 39] .
Graphs on surfaces with positive Forman curvature
In this section, we give a new proof of Theorem 1.2 and classify the class FC + .
Figure 7
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let G be the medial graph of G. Then G is a tessellation of S, see Proposition 2.3. Moreover, G has positive combinatorial curvature by Proposition 2.6. By DeVos-Mohar's solution of Higuchi's conjecture, Theorem 1.1, we prove the theorem.
In the following, we prove Theorem 1.3 by classifying the class FC + . We need the following lemmas. Proof. The list of vertex patterns follows from Proposition 2.6. Moreover, for any vertex v, whose vertex pattern is given in the list, Φ(v) ≥ 1/12. By the discrete Gauss-Bonnet theorem (1),
This yields the result.
A graph G = (V, E, F ) on S 2 is called a spherical quadrangulation if |f | = 4 for any f ∈ F. For any f ∈ F, the face pattern of f is given by (|v 1 |, |v 2 |, |v 3 
are vertices incident to f and |v 1 | ≤ |v 2 | ≤ |v 3 | ≤ |v 4 |. Let Q be the set of 2-connected, simple, spherical quadrangulations G = (V, E, F ) with #F ≤ 24, whose face patterns are in the list (5) . Proof of Theorem 1.3. We first classify the finite set FC S 2 + . By Lemma 3.2, for any G ∈ FC S 2 + , (G ) * ∈ Q. We enumerate the class Q, which serves the set of candidates of (G ) * for some G ∈ FC S 2 + , by a computer program. Then using the duality, we obtain G from the output, and by Theorem 2.4, we construct the dual pair (G, G * ), whose medial graph is G , in the canonical way (described after Theorem 2.4). This gives the classification of FC S 2 + . The program is a modification of Brinkmann-McKay's plantri. Plantri is a program that generates certain types of graphs that are embedded on the sphere. Exactly one member of each isomorphism class is output, using an amount of memory almost independent of the number of graphs produced. Here isomorphisms are graph isomorphisms which also take embedding to the plane (sphere) into account. In particular, plantri enumerates quickly all 4-regular H, such as medial graphs, by an algorithm developed in [6] . Every spherical quadrangulation of vertices more than 4 is obtained from a pseudo-double wheel through finite applications of two local expansions (see Figure 8 ). Figure 8 . p-gonal pseudo-double wheels (p = 3, 4, 5), and two expansions of spherical quadrangulations to increase the number of faces (Brinkmann et al. [6] ).
We added to plantri, the following:
(1) the restriction of vertex pattern of H to be one of (5);
(2) the computation of the dual pair (G, G * ) such that H is the medial graph of (G, G * ).
As a result, we found that the set of medial graphs G of FC S 2 + -graphs consists of 73 simple, 2-connected, 4-regular, planar graphs. For each graph G , we generate the dual pair (G, G * ) such that the G is the medial graph of (G, G * ). We check that all obtained pairs (G, G * ) are tessellations on S 2 . There are exactly 30 selfdual pairs. We say the pair (G, G * ) is self-dual if G = G * . Hence FC S 2 + consists of 30 + (73 − 30) × 2 = 116 graphs.
Among the 116 FC S 2 + -graphs, only five graphs FC S 2 + -E10-1V6, FC S 2 + -E12-8V7, FC S 2 + -E12-8V7Dual, FC S 2 + -E13-1V7, and FC S 2 + -E13-1V8Dual are not 3-connected. Hence, the five graphs are not skeletons of convex polyhedra, by Steinitz's theorem [41] .
The 116 FC S 2 + -graphs are presented in Table 1 , Table 2 , Table 3 , Table 4 , Table 5 , Table 6 , Table 7 , Table 8 , Table 9, and Table 10 . Graphs G = (V, E, F ) in each row of each table are ordered by #V . The rows in each table are ordered by #E, #V , the vertex-connectedness, and the self-duality of the first graph G = (V, E, F ) of the respective row. The second column of each table is for numbering rows among the same #E. For self-dual G, we do not present the dual G * in the FC S 2 + -E10-1, FC S 2 + -E12-8, and FC S 2 + -E13-1 are indicated with †. In the three rows, each graph is not 3-connected. But in the other rows, each graph is 3-connected. In the tables of FC S 2 + -graphs, a graph of i edges, No. j, k vertices is referred by FC S 2 + -Ei-jVk, and the dual graph by FC S 2 + -Ei-jVkDual. By the classification of FC S 2 + , using Theorem 2.7, we can determine the class FC RP 2 + as follows: for any G ∈ FC S 2 + we check whether there exists a fixed-point free, involutive isomorphism of G and the according projection in RP 2 is a tessellation. We show that FC RP 2 + = ∅. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Graphs on surfaces with positive corner curvature
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.4. By Lemma 4.1 (1), the minimum combinatorial curvature of the vertex pattern is 1/10. So the number of vertices is at most 20. By Lemma 4.1 (2) , the number of faces is so. It also implies that if we get all the graphs in C + whose #V ≤ #F , after dual operation we can get all the graphs in C + . Proof. By the Euler formula, #V ≤ #E/2 + 1. Because G is a tessellation, G has a medial graph G = (V , E , F ) and #E = #V , by Proposition 2.3. By Lemma 4.1 (1), the vertex pattern of G is (3, 3, combinatorial curvature of G is 1/15 given by (3, 3, 5, 5) . Then #V ≤ 2/(1/15) = 30. Hence, #V ≤ #E/2 + 1 = #V /2 + 1 = 16. Then we need to prove when 13 ≤ #V ≤ 16, G is not in C + . The number of vertices of degree d, the number of faces of facial degree d, the number of vertices, the number of edges, the number of faces, and the number of vertices of pattern p are denoted by v d , f d , v, e, f , and n p respectively. By simple computation of a brute-force computer program, the only combinations of nonnegative integers v 3 ,
, v, e, f , n p (p = 333, 334, 335, 344, 345, 355, 444, 445, 455, 555) The last combination is rejected by the following Fact 1 (7) , and the other combinations by Fact 1 (6) . n 335 = 1, n 345 > 0, or n 355 > 0.
Proof. (6) Assume v 5 > 0 and f 5 > 0. Then, there are a 5-valent vertex x and a 5-gon f . By Lemma 4.1 (1), for d = 4, 5, any d-valent vertex has type (3 d ). So, x is not a vertex of a 5-gon. Because of the connectedness, there is a shortest path P from x = x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n such that x n is a vertex of the 5-gon f . The edge {x 0 , x 1 } is shared by two 3-gons, because x 0 has type (3 5 ) by Lemma 4.1 (1). If n = 1, then the degree d 1 of x 1 is 3, by (3, 3, 5) . Hence n 335 > 0. (7) Assume n 335 = 1 and n 345 = 0. By n 335 = 1, there is a unique vertex u of type (3, 3, 5) . The two vertices adjacent to u in the 5-gon should have vertex patterns (3, x, 5) and (3, y, 5) for some x = 3 and some y = 3. This establishes Fact 1.
Therefore, for any G = (V, E, F ) ∈ C + , if #V ≤ #F , then #V ≤ 12. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, we enumerate the finite set C + by a computer program. We first classify planar graphs in C + . The program is a modification of Brinkmann-McKay's plantri. Their program plantri can enumerate all the simple, 2-connected, planar graphs such that all facial degree is greater than 2 and less than 6 and the number v of vertices is a given number. We modify plantri so that any vertex pattern is one of (3 d ) (d = 3, 4, 5), (3, 3, 4) , (3, 3, 5) , (3, 4, 4) , (3, 4, 5) , (3, 5, 5) , (4, 4, 4) , (4, 4, 5) , (4, 5, 5), (5, 5, 5) ,
and v is at most the number of faces, based on Lemma 4.1 (1), (2) . Then, we run the modified plantri with the number of vertices 4, . . . , 12. It outputs 13 graphs. By Lemma 4.1 (2), we take the dual graphs into account. Then we obtain 22 simple, 2-connected, planar graphs such that corner curvature is positive everywhere. Table 11 and Table 12 present the 22 graphs. There are one 4-edge self-dual graph, one 8-edge self-dual graph, and one 10-edge self-dual graph. The other 19 graphs are not self-dual. All the 22 planar graphs of C + are actually 3-connected.
From the classification of planar graphs in C + , see Table 11 and Table 12 , by Theorem 2.7, we obtain the classification of graphs on RP 2 in C + . and hemi-dodecahedron, see e.g. [29] , which are the projections of the regular icosahedron and the regular dodecahedron on S 2 into RP 2 via the double cover π : S 2 → RP 2 . (Elongated 5-gonal pyramid (J 9 )) 20 3 11 Table 9 . 6 19-edge FC S 2 + -graphs, and 3 20-edge FC S 2 + -graphs. 
#E # #V

